




Tape 
Callmaker 

The Tape Callmaker stores 

up to 400 numbers magnetically

locates them rapidly-

dials any one of them automatically 

and eliminates human 

dialling errors. 

Any number that you can dial 

throughout the United Kingdom and 

most parts of the world is now 

obtainable at the simple 

press of a button. 

The callmaker is the model 

secretary that sits by your 

telephone just waiting 

to make your calls. 



The Tape Callmaker has your numbers- taped 
With a Tape Callmaker at your elbow. you do not 

only free your secretary from the directory-delve
and-dial routine. but give her the chance to get on 
with more important or pressing work. 

You both gain - from speedier calls and greater 
efficiency. Almost without lifting a finger! 

Again. the salesman with a large list of clients or 
agents working from his home address. can spend 
half his working day making telephone calls. With 
a fair slice of it devoted to looking up numbers 
and dialling codes. 

· 

With the Tape Callmaker's pushbutton efficiency. 

he can squeeze more into every day. 
The Tape Callmaker reduces the switchboard 

operator's manual dialling task. allowing her to 
devote more time to other calls. 



Tape 
Callmaker 

The Tape Callmaker- a combined 
automatic index file and repertory dialler

records and stores up to four hundred 
telephone numbers (up to 18 digits each) 

on magnetic tape and dials them automatically. 
It can be used on most automatic exchange 

lines. all switchboards. or a variety of 
extension systems. 

Space is provided for written names and 
telephone numbers. which can be 
added. altered. or removed at will. 

To record a number. 
you plug in the dial unit- and dial. 

To locate a number. 
a touch of a 2 way drive switch spins the 

tape through the alphabet in seconds. 
final positioning is by thumbwheel. 

To make a call. 
you lift the handset. wait for the dialling tone ... 

and press the button. 
It's as simple. and as speedy. as that! 

Ring your local Telephone Sales Office to arrange for a demonstration 
or a visit by our Sales Representative. 

Notice to Customers 
We do our best to supply our customers 
with the apparatus they ask for but from 
lime to lime we may have to provide apparatus 
which does not accord exactly with the 
descriptions and 1llustra11ons in this leaflet. 
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